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0 of 0 review helpful Enjoyable but leans on tropes By Nikki The Aftermath by Rhidian Brook depicts a time and 
place not often depicted in literature post WWII Germany ndash specifically Hamburg in 1946 The Aftermath tells the 
story of a British officer his wife and their young son sharing a requisitioned home with a German man and his 
teenaged daughter This situation proves ripe for drama and clashing relationships Set in post war Germany the 
international bestseller The Aftermath by Rhidian Brook is a stunning emotional thriller about our fiercest loyalties 
and our deepest desires In the bitter winter of 1946 Rachael Morgan arrives with her only remaining son Edmund in 
the ruins of Hamburg Here she is reunited with her husband Lewis a British colonel charged with rebuilding the 
shattered city But as they set off for their new home Rachael is stunned to discover th From Publishers Weekly 
Postwar Hamburg is the backdrop for British writer Brook s The Testimony of Taliesin Jones emotionally charged 
third novel which is inspired by his family history British Col Lewis Morgan is stationed in the German city in 1946 
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audiobook leah remini and scientology and the aftermath response site essays reacting to donald trumps election as 
president by writers including toni morrison atul gawande george packer and hilary mantel 
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